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New Yellow Relief and Developmental Society

The New Yellow Relief and Developmental Society1) is a revival of the ancient colored faction known as
the Yellows. Formed in YE 40, they are currently based out of Kennewes. Much like the Greens allied with
the Blues, the Yellows are a steadily growing group that take pride in providing better standards of living
to the citizens and civilians.

About NYRDS

Consisting of various men and women raised in the streets of Funky City, NYRDS operates its HQ from
Kennewes to allow them easier access to Yamataian civilian markets. They are known currently for:

Lobbied and pushed for the creation of Support, Aid, and Warden (SAW) Corps to promote a more
effective and life-saving medical personnel spot.
Work alongside Ken-TEC to get various suits of the KT-M1-1B "Warlock" Powered Armor to frontier
worlds for disaster relief.
Funded the creation of the Nepleslian Organized-Circuit Boxing League to help give orphans a
home, youths a place to vent their frustration, and to give those without skills or with disabilities a
place to work.

Prominent Members

There are currently no members that stand out among NYRDS, as the group is board-founded and led by
equal partners.

Key Facilities

Below are the key facilities of NYRDS:

Building Location Description

HQ Kennewes
A simple complex, where NYRDS develops and handles the logistics of their

industry. Houses countless relief crews and acts as a base for organizing the group's
efforts to assist the various worlds of Nepleslia.

Working with NYRDS

Becoming a NYRDS worker (affectionately called NYRD) is actually quite an easy task. Although they are
currently based on Kennewes, various recruitment offices are scattered around most of primary
Nepleslian space and on the larger cities of its Colonial Expanse. After filing for a job, NYRDS will screen
their applicants for any illegal drugs and a hard-criminal background. Those found to be within
qualifications are hired and paid a rate of 20 DA an hour at any hourly-based job. Any job that relocates
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them will convert their pay to 300 DA per week on location as well as covering any travel expenses.

Accomplishments

In YE 40, NYRDS began its own independent movements; the creation and Senate-pushed passing of the
Nationwide Optimization of Medical Symbols Law was their first big success to streamlining medical
personnel and facility identification.

OOC Notes

Legix created this article on 2018/06/04 07:59.

Approved by Ame here.
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